
Wise Up 2019 / 2020

School details  

Please complete the following: (Please note the email provided below will receive a copy
of this questionnaire)

SCHOOL NAME: Twiss Green Community Primary School

Contact in School: Lesley McGann

Email: twissgreen_primary_head@warrington.gov.uk

Telephone: 01925762346

Question 1  

Twiss Green Community Primary School, do you know what a hate crime is?

Yes

Tell us in your own words what you think a hate crime is...

It's a type of bullying where someone is picked on because they look different to others.

It's another word for bullying but it's against the law.

It's a crime and can be very hurtful.

Some people are picked on because of the colour of their skin - this is called racism.

Some people are picked on because of the clothes they are wearing, especially if it shows that they

have special religious beliefs. 

People such as Muslims and Jews can be picked on because of their beliefs.

Question 2  

Do you know how to report bullying or hate crime?

Yes

Tell us in your own words how you would report bullying or hate crime...

At Twiss Green we know that if we think someone is being bullied we must speak to an adult.

If I am worried about bullying I put a note in the Worry Box and I know that my teacher will read it and

sort it out.

I have used the Worry Box and then talked to the teacher to give him a fuller explanation after he's read

the note.

It's very important that teachers know all the facts so they can sort it out.
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Question 3  

Do you understand how bullying and hate crime affects the victim?

Yes

Tell us in your own words why you think it is important to tackle bullying and hate crime...

I have been bullied and before it was sorted out I was very worried.

People can feel humiliated of they think that a group of people are ganging up on them.

Some people get angry and lash out even though they know it is wrong to do so.

I know that some teenagers have have killed themselves when they have been bullied.

Yes, some people do feel suicidal, so it is very important that bullying and hate crime are eliminated.

Some people blame themselves. This happened to me, I wondered if it was my fault - had I done

something wrong?

If someone is being mean to you it can make you snappy with your friends and even though they're

being kind you want to be left alone - that isn't right is it?

Question 4  

Does Twiss Green Community Primary School have a policy on bullying and hate crime?

Yes

Tell us in your own words what your school policy is...

The most important thing in the policy is STOP.

Several

Times

On 

Purpose.

We have a STOP poster in our classroom to remind us about anti-bullying.

The policy explains all the different kinds of bullying there are:

cyber, emotional, verbal, racial, homophobic, physical, sexist,

It tells us what we should do if we are worried. 

We should always speak to an adult to make sure that bullying stops.

If everyone follows the Golden Rules there will be no bullying at Twiss Green.

Question 5  
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Question 5  

Do you raise awareness about bullying and hate crime in your school?

Yes

Tell us what you have done to raise awareness of and tackle bullying and hate crime...
e.g. assemblies, peer mentoring schemes, visitors to Twiss Green Community Primary
School, awareness campaigns etc. You can upload evidence to support your application
on the next page

We have anti-bulling week every year and each day there is an assembly about bullying.

We all wear odd socks to show that we are all different but all the same.

We always do really interesting activities in Anti-bullying Week.

In Y6 this year we made comic strips and they were about hate crime and bullying.

Uploading evidence for Twiss Green Community Primary School.  

You can upload a max number of 10 files. If you wish to upload more please go to the next
section below.
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Comments:

During Anti-Bullying week each of year groups focused on specific aspects of bullying and how to

counteract it. We decided to look at how to make TG a happier place. The teachers organised the

following learning experiences: YR painting pebbles Y1 acts of kindness Y2 designing posters to be

displayed Y3 thanking people for their positive thoughts and deeds Y4 role playing scenarios Y5

performance poetry Y6 comic strips In the assembly at the start of the week we introduced Anti-bullying

Week and focused on hate crime i.e. that this is bullying people based on certain characteristics. Y5/6

explored this more deeply and used resources online that supported this. In addition, each class looked

at the relevant 'No Outsiders' texts, especially those linked to bullying or diversity. At the end of the week

we held a reflection assembly where the children shared what they had learned.
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